Do questions like these sound familiar to you? Now consider the following ones.
"How come a person like you is in a relationship?" "Why do you eat meat?" "How do people feel about this in the White community?" "When did you first realize that you were straight?" "Will this political candidate capture the men's vote?" "What do Christians do during Hannukah?" "Why didn't you take your wife's name when you married her?" "What happened to you that you needed to earn a six-figure salary?" We wrote our article to capture the psychology behind the sense that the first set of question feel much more familiar and much less odd than the second set of questions, even though the two sets seem to be asking about the same sorts of things (or even the identical things). We summarized work on how people explain differences between groups by focusing on how lower status groups are taken as the "effect to be explained." We discuss historical, cultural and cognitive factors that affect the ways that people focus attention when they explain group differences. We also described why it matters that we explain some sorts of groups more than others; these explanations cue stereotypes and can affect our collective self-esteem. 
A parallel distributed processing (PDP) model of induction that informed our assumption that people focus attention on the distinct attributes of yet-to-be-studied groups during induction.
Online Materials:
Part 1: Ironizing Habits of Thinking about Difference
Part of our argument is that differences are typically seen from a perspective that "others" lower status groups. Here is a list of resources in which familiar ways of describing lower status groups are applied to higher status groups. Do the experiences of irony, humour and discomfort that these resources create make you think differently about habits for describing groups that seem objective and neutral?
